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“It’s the software equivalent of a turnkey construction 
project. I’ve never seen another technology vendor so  

in-tune with the construction industry as it relates to their 
business strategy and pricing model."



, President, Reliance Construction GroupBryan Kaplan

$1T

construction value  
on Oracle Textura  
Payment Management

28M

compliance  
requirements enforced

89k

projects of all sizes 
managed on system

$13B AUD

in payments processed monthly

The construction industry 
counts on Oracle Textura


Oracle Textura Payment Management is a collaborative 
cloud solution that simplifies the construction billing 
and payments process. That’s why the industry trusts 
Oracle Textura to keep payments—and projects—
moving forward. 

Mitigate risk 

Manage compliance requirements, 

SoPA/CCA adherence, and 

documentation with centralised 

tracking

Foster trust 

Offer visibility and transparency to  

all stakeholders with a single 

collaboration platform.

Get expert support 

Enjoy dedicated support at no extra cost 

during implementation and for as long as 

you use the application with  

Client Services.

Improve productivity

Make claim and payments processes 

more efficient with streamlined 

workflows, automation, and ERP and 

Aconex integration.

Accelerate cash flow 

Remove friction from the payment 

process with early payment tools and 

integration into your ERP. 

Easily access data

Easily access your payment data for 

reporting and analytics across projects 

with a 360-degree view of the  

supply chain.

What you can do with Oracle Textura


“We run a lean and efficient accounting department; thanks to Oracle 
Textura, we have one resource dedicated to all the subcontractor 

accounts payable across all our projects, which is roughly a billion 
dollars in revenue! We couldn’t do it without this platform and service.”



, CCIFP, Controller, Adolfson & Peterson ConstructionLorie Eaker

By keeping payments 
moving, Oracle Textura 
keeps your projects moving

Builders, owners, and subcontractors have trusted 
Oracle to improve payment outcomes on more than 
US$1 trillion in construction projects.

Everything you need 
to optimise claims 
and payments
See how Oracle Textura Payment Management 

can help your organisation streamline and 

automate claims payments processes to 

increase efficiency, visibility, and control.

View the self-guided product demo

https://go.oracle.com/LP=116491?

